What Makes INSWORLD different?

Insworld’s intensive programme of only 12 to 18 months compared to similar courses of 24 months in other institutions and our small class size of 4 to 12 students fast-tracks students into leading universities worldwide.

Pearson Edexcel International GCSE Programme

www.insworld.edu.sg
Edexcel, a Pearson company, is the UK’s largest awarding body offering academic and vocational qualifications and testing to schools, colleges, employers and other places of learning in the UK and internationally.

- Centrally marked examinations from all countries in line with UK standards which means you can be sure that a good result in your country is equivalent to a good result at international level.

Insworld Institute is a registered Edexcel Approved Centre in Singapore.

To find out more about Edexcel, you can visit www.edexcel.com

Benefits of Pearson Edexcel International GCSE

- Straightforward progression onto Pearson Edexcel GCE ‘A’ Level
- Pearson Edexcel International GCSE is the only secondary qualification taken both internationally and domestically
- Choice of a wide range of subjects taught and examined in English
- Allows CONVERSION for students from non-English-speaking countries, enabling them to progress onto Pearson Edexcel GCE ‘A’ Level
- Taken by over 90,000 students in 69 countries each year
- Pearson International GCSE is equivalent to the Cambridge ‘O’ Level

SMALL CLASS SIZE - AN INSWORLD ADVANTAGE

Whether you join us at age 12, 14 or 16, the Insworld advantage is built around catering for your individual needs. Our average class size of between 4-12 students has many advantages.

- Help foster a student centered approach to teaching. Teachers can receive feedback throughout a lesson from each and every student thus ensuring each student has a more comprehensive understanding of the material covered
- Teaching pace can be varied according to the needs of every student
- Easier for students to receive 1 to 1 tutorials in the event that they require extra assistance
- Lesson plans can be adapted to the needs of individual students
- It is easier to get students to speak up in discussions in front of smaller groups than larger ones
- Discussion can be more easily fostered helping build students communication, analytical and evaluative skills
- Promote greater levels of self confidence that help students overcome shyness & fear of learning
- Small social groups also minimize any possibility of culture shock common in any new environment
Pearson Edexcel International GCSE

Students study a total of six or more individual subjects. English Language and Mathematics are compulsory, with an additional four subjects selected from the following:

- Accounting
- Biology
- Chemistry
- English Literature
- History*
- Information and Communication Technologies*
- Leisure and Tourism*
- Art & Design*
- Business Studies *
- Chinese*
- Further Pure Mathematics
- Physics

* Examination is only available in May/June

Students have the flexibility in choosing any subject combination but if you intend to pursue professional degrees such as Law, Medicine, and Engineering, some subjects are mandatory. Our counsellor will be pleased to discuss with you the available options.

Duration : 18 months
Entry : Completion of Grade 9 or Junior Secondary Education
Age : 14 - 16 years old
Entrance date: Jan, Mar, Jul & Sept

IMPORTANT: Students who do not meet the minimum entry requirement of IELTS 4.5 or pass the Insworld Placement Test will be required to complete a preparatory English for Academic Study (EAS) Course.

A British Academic School with a well-integrated mix of international students from up to 25 nationalities around the world: US, UK, Ireland, Australia, Canada, Japan, Korea, Germany, Singapore & many other Asian countries!

ACADEMIC PROGRESSION

After successfully completing the International GCSE programme at Insworld you will achieve a strong, well-rounded education at Upper Secondary Level. This will enable you to continue to the Pearson Edexcel GCE ‘A’ Level.

Insworld Institute consistently delivers excellent academic results.

Insworld’s results have exceeded the UK National average with a high percentage of A Grades, particularly in Maths, Economics and the Sciences. This well-established track record consistently helps our students get into their first choice university.

Two of our students (a Canadian and a Bruneian) received the Pearson Edexcel High Achievement award in 2014 for the highest number of distinctions in their International GCSE’s in Singapore.

Percentage of Insworld Students receiving each grade

Average grade from 2009 to 2013
Benefits of London Edexcel GCE 'A' Level

• Many Insworld graduates gain excellent grades that enable them to enter some of the top universities in UK, USA, Australia and Singapore such as University of London, Imperial College, University of Toronto, University of Michigan Ann Arbor, National University of Singapore, Singapore Management University, University of Melbourne

• Strong expertise and proven track record in preparing our students for successful entrance to Medical schools and renowned universities such as Imperial College, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, Glasgow University, Monash University

• Small class size of 4-12 students per class ensures individual attention is given to each student

• Extra curricular activities such as sporting activities, diverse clubs, company visits and community work

• Well equipped science laboratory and classrooms

• Wealth of knowledge and expertise provided by a multi-national teaching staff

• Holistic education combining the development of critical & creative thinking and leadership skills

• Flexible entrance dates with 4 intakes a year: in Jan, Mar, July & Sep

• Student services providing assistance with university placement and course counselling

• Accommodation information can be provided for foreign students

Why do Students Choose Insworld Institute?

Learn more about Insworld Institute

CONTACT US!

Phone : +65-6732-1728
Email : enquiries@insworld.edu.sg
Skype : insworldedu
Address : No. 2 Serangoon Road #03-18, The Verge, Singapore 218227
Website : www.insworld.edu.sg
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